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j ourna l homepage: www.e lsev ie r .com/ locate /co lcomEditorialIt is my great pleasure to present the inaugural issue of Colloid and
Interface Science Communications, a newmember of the Elsevier family
of physico-chemical andmaterials science journals. Colloidal science, as
a classical physico-chemical discipline, laid the foundations for the
revolutionary advent of nanotechnologies in the 21th century. At the
same time, the groundbreaking development of nanoscale experimen-
tal techniques, advanced devices, and functional nanomaterials expand-
ed the boundaries and brought new challenges into the colloidal arena:
it became progressively interdisciplinary and concurrently crowded,
with a rapidly growing number of publications. Focusing on swift
and concise communications of novel concepts and ideas, COLCOM
provides scientists from different disciplines with the highest open
access visibility resource of the latest important ﬁndings in the topical
areas of colloid and interface science.
COLCOM is dedicated to short letter-style communications of new
fundamental concepts, research ﬁndings, and topical applications. A
particular emphasis is given to the reports on novel experimental tech-
niques and theoretical/computational methods for advanced studies
of interfacial interactions and design of colloidal and nanostructured
materials with improved properties. The papers in this issue represent
a variety of hot topics in modern colloid and interface science, such as
novel graphene-based nanostructures and nanoparticle modiﬁedhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colcom.2014.09.001
2215-0382/© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article underbiointerfaces, innovative electrochemical and catalytic platforms,
biomimetic self-assembled and supramolecular colloidal systems, as
well as classical theoretical problems of wetting and capillarity.
Our goal is tomake COLCOMa ﬂagship high-impact journal for rapid
presentation of urgent results appealing to the broad interdisciplinary
readership. This will be accomplished through easy submission
procedure, highly selective peer-review process, and swift publication
of accepted manuscripts provided by the versatile Elsevier publishing
infrastructure. Thanks to the new fully computerized manuscript
handling system, the time for online publication with full bibliographic
references can be as short as 3–4 weeks from the date of submission.
I am sincerely grateful to the esteemed members of our Editorial
Advisory Board, Elsevier Publisher Rob van Daalen, and the editorial
ofﬁce staff for their incredible help with launching the journal. I would
also like to thank our authors for their exceptional contributions and
the reviewers for their advice and dedication.
Welcome to COLCOM!
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